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I love Spring, I have a personal
connection to it because I am a
Spring Lady. When the sun is
rising earlier and there is a special
vibe in the air, my thoughts are
taking me to a nice green sunny
park with a picnic basket. I assure
you that this time will come soon.
So, my dear Ladies , please start
to check your closets for your
colourful dresses, there is so little
time to shed those couple of
pounds which sit on our hips
since Christmas time!
In my opinion, the best aspect of
our Club is the people that make
it up. Women who are passionate
about what they do and want to
learn about and share their
experiences with other successful
women. Last month we had our
traditional Ball, which was
organised by a team of wonderful
women who put their time,
energy, skills and, above all, their
heart into organising an amazing
event for all of us. In return, all
they were hoping for was to raise
as much funds as possible for our
charity projects and to have a
good time in doing it! I would
like to thank all our members
who took part in organising this
event, to the Ambassadors who
have supported us and to our
Partners who have made this
happen!

My dear members and those
guests who are considering to
join….PLEASE, do it and share
your best selves with us! We
always welcome a new pair of
talented hands in our Steering
Committee.
In closing, I am honoured to be
the President of this club. My hope
is to inspire you; inspire you to get
involved; and inspire more women
to become a part of this wonderful
organisation.
Sincerely,
Victoria Šeligo
President IWC Moscow
2016-2017
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Meet&Greet
Save the date for the “Meet&Greet” events organised once a month:
20 April 2017, Thursday at the Czech Embassy
25 May 2017, Thursday at the British Embassy Residence

Coffee Mornings
Come join us at our “Coffee Mornings” for a warm chat and
opportunity to meet new friends.
The Coffee Mornings are held twice a month at Le Pain Quotidien on
Bolshaya Sadovaya 2/46 from 10:00 – 12:00 noon.
(M. Mayakovskaya or Barrikadnaya)
Coffee, tea, snacks are served by courtesy of
Le Pain Quotidien and IWC.
Upcoming Coffee Morning Dates:
13 and 16 May 2017

International Women’s Evening
Please save the date for our next “International Women’s Evening”
event to be held 29 May 2017, Monday.
More information about the address and the program will be sent out to our
members via email.
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R7Gı7w: EmbaDDı7D of E:7
2oCld Dınn7C and Ball

MORE THAN
1,500,000
Rubles
RAISED for
CHARITIES!
By Michele Kuhlen
The International Women's Club Of Moscow dinner
and ball themed “The Roaring 20’s” was a night of
glamour, dancing, games and exclusive auction and
raffle prizes which made the night a success.
Over 200 people attended The International Women’s
Club of Moscow, 21st Embassies of the World Dinner
and Ball on Saturday March 25th, in support of long
term charity projects and emergency care for children
from poor and unstable families and others living
below the poverty line. Dinner took place at several
embassies and also in The Metropol Ballroom, which
was then followed by the ball at The Metropol hotel
which raised over 1,500,000 rubles.

The evening events took place in a cozy setting,
which mirrored the era of the Great Gatsby. Guests
came dressed in classic 1920’s attire adorned with
pearls, furs and feathers and danced the night away in
true 20’s style from live music provided by “At Last”
Women’s Jazz band and the “Do It” band. Electronic
artist and resident DJ at the Hard Rock café, DJ AKS
kept dancers glued to the dance floor with mixes and
music selections from the world’s greatest hits. Other
entertainment included dance performances by
“Galladance”, Blackjack and Roulette tables, Indian
massages, hat fittings and a barbershop for the male
guests who really wanted to step into the 1920’s
without leaving the 21st century.
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EmbaDDi7D of E:7 2oCld
Auction and raffle prizes were also a main hit for the
night as the event had the support of many top
sponsors with the top auction item raising 101,000
rubles for a 7 day holiday visit to Greece which
included airfare and an all-inclusive stay in a 5 star
hotel.
Embassies that took part in the event and hosting
embassies included Luxembourg, Mongolia,
Colombia, Pakistan, Austria, Greece, Hungary,
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Poland, Serbia, Paraguay,
Philippines, Angola and Slovenia.

We would like to thank the performers for their
amazing shows and our sponsors and partners who
made this event come true. The continued support of
our sponsors and partners has truly brought life and
reality to all our IWC events. Finally we would like to
thank all our guests who have joined us for the dinner,
the dance, the raffle and the silent auction events. The
generosity of our guests and the dedication of all our
volunteers were truly amazing and without them, we
would not have been able to raise the funds needed for
our charities.

We hope to see you all
at our next year’s ball!
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SB7cial 1:ankD Eo
SFBBoCEing EmbaDDı7D:

Luxembourg, Mongolia, Colombia, Pakistan, Austria, Greece, Hungary,
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Poland, Serbia, Paraguay, Philippines, Angola, Slovenia.

OFC EnE7CEaın7CD:

DJ AKS
Resident of HardRock cafe, Jagger bar,
Megapolis and Love radio stations
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Do it! Band
www.doit.band

GallaDance Lifestyle Dance Club
www.galladance.com

Imperialis Orchestra
imperialisorchestra.ru

OFC PaCEn7CD
PC7D7nEıng PaCEn7C:
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OFC PaCEn7CD
EG7nE PaCEn7CD:

SilG7C PaCEn7CD:
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PaCEn7CD:

Kerala
Ayurveda

My
Destination
Rus-A.Com

VipSky

Zavidovo Resort Complex
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MoDcow Info: Flacon

FLACON,
A Design Factory
at the heart of
Moscow
By Irem Sunar-Ozat
Some may call it a design factory, some may call it a
hipster centre of life in Moscow; no matter what you
name it, there will be something special thing for your
taste hidden in some corner of this compound that
has your name on it! FLACON, ‘bottle’ in English, is
the name of the compound that stores several creative
designs and products that you may not see elsewhere.
Before it turned into a 'design factory', it was actually
a factory built in the mid-19th century where crystalglass bottles for perfumes were produced. But the
history of the place dates back to the 17th century, a
soldier settlement with a wooden church in 1646,
soon replaced by a brick building, which is still
preserved. The settlement was then used by Moscow
police for decades, until it was turned into an
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industrial compound. With the arrival of two
Frenchmen in 1841, the first perfume factory was
opened and the growing need for packaging the
perfumes took the compound to its renowned form, a
crystal-glass bottle production plant for fragrances
until the millenium. The compound faced many
challenges of history, including the Bolshevik
revolution and the bombs of WW2, but preserved its
essential nature, although worn-out outside.
Thanks to the new owners of the compound who
decided to preserve its legacy, the historical buildings
were renovated and became home to creative
businesses. The worn-out perfume bottle once again
used its charm and increased the attractiveness of not
only the compound but also the neighbourhood.

Today, it hosts dozens of creative businesses, workshops,
showrooms of indie designer brands and, on a regular basis,
festivals and other events.
The renovated buildings inside the compound could be your
first reason for planning a trip there. Each building facade is
designed in a peculiar way so that you can't stop checking
each and every corner of the compound. The back of a
trolleybus cracking the side of a building, bizarre hybrids
dancing on the walls, comic strips colouring the darkest
corners are just a few ones I remember from my pleasant visit
there. The interior design of the main building is no different.
It will be quite entertaining to go there even just for the
window-shopping.
The number and the quality of the cafes inside the compound
is not compatible with the diversity of the shops and buildings
unfortunately. Unless new ones are opened by the time you
read this article, don’t expect to have a nice, long lunch or
dinner with friends there. Still, there are 3 cafes to enjoy and
relax during your visit.
Apart from the indie-designer goods, souvenir shops and
other hip products you may find there, the “big bottle” is also
famous for holding regular workshops and events throughout
the year. You may check their website for upcoming festivals,
charity fundraising events and concerts. It will be a nice
place to enjoy in good weather for some shopping or just for
entertaining yourselves with the creative atmosphere
surrounding the place. In short, it is a hip destination for some
untraditional sightseeing in Moscow.

How to get there:
Address: B. Novodmitrovskaya
( Б. Новодмитровская) no. 36
Metro: Dmitrovskaya
Website: http://flacon.ru
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InE7C7DE GCoFB ın SBoElig:E:

“MADE IN
MOSCOW”
Photography as a
foreign language
The programme is designed for people who
are interested in documentary photography
and its borders and for those who want to
improve their skills in this area. The
programme results in the creation of a
photobook – “MADE IN MOSCOW”.

Photo Credit:
Anna Bedynska

The members of the interest group,
dedicated to create a visual
photocyclopedia of Moscow, came
together and discussed what Moscow
means to them, what connotations it brings
and how to translate them into the
language of photography.
In the course of the workshop the members
meet twice a month and upgrade their
photography skills, discuss the photos they
took, brainstorm, motivate and inspire.
They discuss how to make their pictures
even better and more meaningful, how to
save them and select the best one. They
also visit the most interesting photo
exhibitions in town.
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Photo Credit:
Linda MacLachlan

May 2017 is the World Premiere of
the MADE IN MOSCOW book, so stay
tuned and be ready to grab a copy for
yourselves and your overseas friends!

Photo Credit:
Marysia Kotowska

Photo Credit:
Judyta Pata

Check out IWC Moscow’s Facebook and
Instagram pages about when and where
to get a copy of it.

Photo Credit:
Patrizia Martini

Anna Bedynska, the leader of the interest group,
who is also a renowned photojournalist and
documentary filmmaker says:
“The book shows the different points of view of
women from different cultures and
backgrounds. What we experience here has an
impact on how we perceive the world around us
and how we tell our stories. This book is definitely a
record of contemporary Moscow, which is in a
constant process of change. We live in a continuum
which can only be altered by our memories. The
photos from MADE IN MOSCOW can recall them
in any time and space we happen to be in in the
future.”

Photo Credit:
Dorota Pawlik
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Interview with
Neelam Garg
Contributing to IWC for many years,
we had to say goodbye to our recent
General Officer and friend, Ms.
Neelam Garg at the beginning of this
year. While trying to adapt to her new
life in another country, she took the
time to answer our questions and the
life lessons she took with her from her
4 years of life in Moscow.
by Irem Sunar-Ozat

Neelam, when did you move to Moscow?

I moved to Moscow in January 2013, in the thick of
the winter.
What was your first impression about Moscow?
Was it love at first sight?

Although I have lived abroad
what to expect from Moscow
cold and knee high snow, as
was negative about Moscow.
first thought.

before, I didn’t know
apart from the severe
the media projection
It was easier than I’d

After I arrived here, I instantly fell in love with the
palatial Metro stations, beautiful colourful domes
of churches and the comfort that I would
never go hungry as I could get out in
16 Moscow whenever I wanted at any time of

the day and night. Moscow has something for every
budget and life is good!
It was also very pleasing to discover cultural
centers in many neighbourhoods and watching
young people performing dances.
What were your feelings about this city when
you left?

I knew I was going to miss the berry teas, yummy
soups, thick white fluffy snow, fun loving
Muscovites, beautiful parks and of course my
friends!
You were a member of the Club for 4 years and
carried out the General Officer role for 1 year
and the Online Media duties for 4 years.
Clearly, IWC had a special place in your heart.
Why did you join IWC in the first place?

The club was highly recommended by a nonmember expat. I developed long lasting friendships,
learnt about many cultures and new skills via many
Interest Groups. Every morning I woke up with a
to-do list to help in running the club as a General
Officer, which was a great motivator of my stay in
Moscow.

What was your favorite event in IWC?

My favourite event in the club was to attend the
monthly Meet&Greets, as they were organized in
various cultural centers, Ambassadors’ residences,
museums and other famous places. These places
always gave a good insight into their cultures,
artists, cuisine and history.
Can you tell us the best thing and the
worst thing that happened to you in your 4
years of life in Moscow?

The best thing was to make friends from more than
30 countries. The worst thing was to see them leave
Moscow. I feel so privileged to still have a strong
bonding with my friends who now live in faraway
places in the world.
The fact that not many Russians spoke English was
my biggest obstacle in the beginning.
What is the most valuable lesson you learned
living in Moscow?
If you're given the chance, would you do it
all over again or would you rather change
something?

The most valuable lesson learnt is - I would never
hesitate to go anywhere in the world now, even if
the place has an adverse media image and is as
cold as -30°C and people don’t speak English!

If I ever come back to Moscow, I would
start my integration earlier than last time
and will not feel shy about taking up more
responsibilities in the club right from the
beginning.
Thank you Neelam for taking the
time and answering our questions.
We wish you all the best in your
new life in Belgium!
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18th
Rehabilitation
Programme
finished in
Sheredar
by Dorota Pawlik

On February 1st, 75 kids, whose brothers or
sisters suffered from cancer, came to Sheredar for
rehabilitation from all over Russia. They were
greeted by actress Marina Alexandrova, designer
Anna Vladimirova and Michael Bondarev, the
founder of Sheredar, while being entertained by
various animators.
“Kids who face cancer, miss some part of their
childhood. During their brother's or sister’s illness
a child with its vulnerable mind misses important
components of life – happiness and joy... They
need to learn how to live again — how to start
loving life, how to enjoy it, how not to be afraid,
how to open their heart and soul to the world
and communicate with society. And as for
parents — they also need to learn how to give
freedom to their child, to let them go somewhere
alone, unsupervised. The trip to Sheredar is a big
step forward towards the final recovery for the
whole family.” says the Trustee of the Fund
actress Marina Alexandrova.
The programme is filled with interesting events
every day. Children take part in active events
(horse riding, archery) and creative workshops
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(art studio, cartoon studio, journalism). These
activities allow them to express themselves and
understand that they can achieve a lot. Every
evening the teams – children, their Sheries and
Masters – gather to have an evening of
“Whispering Meetings” to discuss the day’s
results and share their impressions. Each activity
is organised to allow every child to try something
new, to overcome her/his fear and – which is
very important - to succeed.
After the programme, children come back home
more self-confident, open, happy and outgoing,
and what is more important - willing to live.
Sheredar knows that cancer changes lives and
damages kids' psyche — not only of whose who
suffer, but also of their brothers and sisters.
Siblings with cancer have to say goodbye to their
usual family life and find themselves in an unfair
cruel world with many unanswered questions.
And that's why Sheredar's main mission is to
prove that these children are not lonely anymore
and life is full of positive moments, bright events
and happiness. That's what we’ve been doing for
4 years.

Kristina Morogina, project manager and PRmanager in Sheredar Foundation answered
our questions about the Project, in order to
let our members have a better understanding
about where their donations go.
Can you tell us more about Sheredar?
Sheredar Charitable Foundation conducts
psychosocial rehabilitation programmes for
children aged between 7-17, who have
suffered from oncological and
haematological diseases, from all over
Russia. During our programmes, the kids
participate in different activities that help
them to overcome the fear of failure, achieve
success and feel strong and independent.
Our counsellors support the children,
creating a friendly environment and helping them to
become more self-confident.
These children and
their families participate in our programmes free of
charge.
Since 2015 all the programmes have been held in our
own inclusive rehabilitation centre in Sosnovy Bor
village (Petushki District).
How many children do you help and on what basis?
For more than 4 years we have helped more than 800
children from all over Russia. These children, while
fighting the disease, miss their beautiful time of
childhood, miss friendships, school and other
important things. They develop psychosocial

problems — they are vulnerable and stressed, have
little confidence and aren't communicative.
Our mission is to fill in these gaps. We help these
kids, to prove to them that life can be fun, that all
their problems can be left behind and to make them
self-confident and happy. Here, in Sheredar, they can
return to their childhood that was taken away by the
illness.
What kind of methods, programmes do you use
for these children?
We use the best experience of international
rehabilitation camps of SeriousFun Children’s
Network, which are based on Therapeutic Recreation.
Can you share with us some positive
stories of children helped by Sheredar?
We have lots of positive stories of our
children. Parents tell us that after Sheredar
their children become more self-confident,
outgoing, find friends and new hobbies.
For example, 15 years old Marianna Kashina
liked master-classes and creative sections so
much that she decided to become a designer
when she grows up. Now she takes part in
various creative competitions and her works
receive high appreciation.
You may check our website for more
information:
http://www.sheredar.ru/en/news/512
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R7Gi7w: I2C C:aCiEI EG7nED
Gerda&Kay story about love and friendship
from Don Bosco
Children in 'Don Bosco' (home for children that IWC
Charities supports), had a fantastic evening this week.
They performed in a show "Kai and Gerda" based on
"The Snow Queen" by Christian Andersen. It was
professional and with great sense of humour. The story is
about love and care and proves how important human
relations are, for all of us.
Don Bosco cares for 36 children aged between 7 and
18. They all come from disadvantaged families and are
living with their foster mothers in a safe and caring
environment. IWC Charities funds cover the cost of food
for the Don Bosco inhabitants.

Win - Win ideas, how the charity
projects can help our children?
English International School West has a very
systematic and cooperative relation with the Burn
Unit Fund of Speransky Hospital. They regularly
organize different events to raise funds for
Speransky and increase children’s knowledge
about burns.
In February, a first training on preventing burns
took place.The Speransky team was invited to
explain to the students and teachers how to avoid
burns and what to do in case it happens.
Children were very interested and attentive and
could learn a lot about dangerous accidents in a
very safe environment.
In March, the representatives of Speransky fund,
visited EIS south west campus again on a nonuniform-day. This day, kids could wear their favorite clothes, only after a small fee was paid for that privilege. The school
raised 24.300 Rubles and donated it to the Speransky fund. It was another occasion for all the children and parents to
increase their awareness of how to avoid burns and how the funds are spent.
Both of the meetings were successful thanks to the EIS Principal Nicola Hemingway, who is always open to help the
Speransky Hospital.
IWC Charities supports the Speransky Children's State Hospital, covering costs of thermal plastic sheets, medical gels and
creams and theatre projects as part of a therapy program.
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Donation for Vasya's family delivered
During the January M&G event, a charity collection was
held for a Russian family in great need, who have their
own 3 children and decided to adopt 5 others. They have
given them a home and care, which some of their children
have never been experienced before. Our appeal met your
great commitment so we gathered a huge donation and
managed to help these beautiful, loving parents, The family
was overwhelmed with your goodness.
EVERY LITTLE HELP MATTERS. THANK YOU FOR YOUR
CONTRIBUTIONS!

Moscow International Choir - story about the
great musicians, christmas spirit and bringing
help to others
On 6th and 16th Dec 2016, the Moscow International
Choir, organised two Christmas concerts in St.
Andrew’s Church in Moscow. They performed
Gioachino Rossini's Petite Messe solennelle as well as
a collection of Christmas carols - both traditional
favourites and contemporary tunes.
Those who attended could feel the holiday spirit and
all the money raised from tickets was kindly donated to
IWC Charities. The amount of 80.000 Rubles,
guaranteed food bags in those winter days, for our
proteges.
WE WANT TO THANK the Moscow International Choir for their musical support!

Donation Office needs
Dear Friends,
Spring has come and you probably want to clean your wardrobe of some no longer needed winter stuff. If you have
any clothes or shoes that are too small for you or your family and would like to help others - our Donation Office
will be happy to pass it to those in need. We accept:
- clothes and shoes for children (0-12 years)
- clothes for adults
- tableware
- kitchen appliances.
- or anything you think might be useful for others.
We are open every Monday, from 11 to 13, at Gruzinsky Pereulok, dom 3, apartment 1A (metro Belorusskaya). To
find out more, please contact us via iwccharity.do@gmail.com.
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The IWC Charities had the honor of hosting a video
presentation for the spouses of the Ambassadors at
the Embassy of the Philippines on February 21, 2017.
This was the first annual General Meeting hosted by
the Charities.
The presentation explained the structure of the club
as well as the charities board, gave an overall picture
of the projects supported by the IWC community, and
informed the spouses on the status of the charity's
preparation to become registered as a Russian
foundation.
In addition to a general presentation about all the
projects being supported by IWC Moscow, Mr
Allesandro from St. Egidio Community made a brief
presentation about their project and IWC Moscow's
contributions. His speech gave us an insight on how
each donation is spent, with touching real life stories
of people they support.
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Thank you to all who attended the meeting and thank
you to Ms Maria Sorreta and the Embassy of the
Philippines for hosting the meeting.

InGıEaEıon: FoC7ign7CDLıf7

Get your PromoCode and Enjoy
the Exhibition on
20-22 April 2017!
Foreignerslife is a 3-day event dedicated to expats,
foreigners and global minded Russians.
Its main idea is to help our visitors make the most of
their life in Russia. When you live abroad, there are
several issues that you should have the answer to.
Foreigners and expats are faced with lots of
difficulties to find, for example, the right health
insurance, relevant contacts for immediate or future
relocation, information and support from
professionals on how to launch a business, ideas/
suggestions on what to do during the weekends, and
many more…

During Foreignerslife exhibition, not only Foreigners
and Expats can discuss with professionals and make
valuable business partnerships, but they get to know
more about the country they live in.
During this exhibition, we welcome companies from
varied fields of business :
tax/audit, financial
services, medical protection, fine quality food,
education, relocation, activities to do during the
weekend and many more.
The key moment of the event is the Foreignerslife
Forum. It is the unique place for foreigners to discuss
different kinds of topics of interest: the future of the
ruble, places to invest, the image of Russia. This year,
our Forum will be hosted by Moscow Chamber of
Commerce (MCCI is the largest business association
in Moscow that unites over 3,500 companies
representing various segments and sectors of the city’s
economy )
Foreignerslife is the place for foreigners, expats and
Russians with a global mindset who want to make the
most of their life here.
SPECIAL PROMO CODE FOR THE MEMBERS
OF IWC TO GET FIRST 150 TICKETS FOR
FREE: IWCFL17
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Revie:: Meet Greet

A look-back at
the Winter
Meet&Greet
Events
by Gerda Kassing
Recently, cultural awareness and entertainment have
been in the center of the IWC’s Meet&Greet
functions. The wonderful support of various Foreign
Embassies has made it possible to organize those
unique Meet&Greet events for a large membership
and guests. The Meet&Greet team feels that next to
chatting with old friends and making new friendships,
the cultural aspect as a showcase of our International
Women’s Club Moscow is important.

January’s Meet&Greet at the Lithuanian Embassy was
the kick-off of the New Year 2017 and thanks to many
helping hands of the Lithuanian Embassy staff and the
support of Ambassador Remigius Motuzas and
Madame Laimutė Motuzienė.
It was a great success. Everyone’s mood was greatly
uplifted by the concert with a Cello soloist and a
piano accompanist. The ladies enjoyed their time in
the historic building of the former Lithuanian
Embassy on Povarskaya Street.
A video of the host country showed the beauty and
diversity of this small European State, which has kept
many historical features, but at the same time
developed a modern infrastructure for a 21st century
society. Madame Laimutė proudly presented the
colorful tradition of Lithuania by wearing her
National Dress. As a surprise the Embassy provided
delicious local meats and cheeses, which gave a
special touch to the cocktail reception after the
concert.
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February’s Meet&Greet took place at the historical
Metropol Hotel, where more than 30 Interest Groups with
their tables took over the stylish Eugen Onegin Hall.
Furthermore many of the IWC sponsors made an effort to
be present, in order to advertise the services of their
company and to be in direct touch with their clients. The
combined choir of Moscova Accueil/IWC under the baton
of Ludmila Sperkatch presented some joyful songs. This
musical entertainment was greatly appreciated by the more
than 150 persons attending. As a highlight, Charity CoChair Danielle Kuznetsov led a great raffle-session and
numerous ladies went home with lovely prizes from the
supportive IWC sponsors. We would like to thank everyone
who participated in the raffle and contributed to
fundraising for our charity projects.

March’s Meet & Greet at the Japanese Residence
was certainly another highlight. The unique mix of
the early 19th century-style villa and the Japanese
accessories contributed to a remarkable
experience for the ladies. Madame Hiroko Kozuki
in her lovely kimono reflected in her welcome
speech her time in Moscow 20 years back when the IWC was an even more indispensible element of Moscow’s
expat society. The Japanese theme was presented through wonderful food prepared by the Japanese Embassy,
ladies in Kimonos invited members for photos, and the shrine for the Japanese Doll Festival was a major selfie
spot. This is where families pray for the happiness and prosperity of their girls, also to ensure they grow up healthy
and beautiful. The musical arrangement by the Japanese Embassy was extraordinary: Ms Kayoko Amano with her
trio presented Japanese and Russian songs accompanied by piano and unique percussion.
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Revie:: &nternatıonal
Women’s Evenıng

Review of
International
Women’s
Evening
by Mirjam Severin
International Women’s Evening - February 22, 2017
About 20 ladies came to listen to Elsa Vidal, Field
Communications Manager for “Medecins Sans
Frontiers” in the Russian Federation. First she gave
us some historical background of NGO’s in Russia
before and after 1992. Since 2008 many foreign
NGO have left Russia. MSF is a big NGO with 6
operational centers in Europe. Then she explained
with passion the approaches and challenges of
working in Russia for an international NGO.
Interesting fact: 80% of the people working in a
NGO are women. A lively discussion and many
questions made the evening a success.
I would like to thank Elsa for being our guest
speaker and also The Russian Language school for
hosting the event.
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International Women’s Evening - March 27, 2017
Despite the snow many came to listen to Inga
Legasova, CEO of Remiling Investment and Trading
Company which provides all supermarket and
hypermarket chains (like Auchan) in Russia with
household goods. Inga was born in Moscow and
started working 25 years ago. During her many
travels Inga discovered that there were many
problems in a number of areas so she founded a
platform on the Internet with women who each
have their own specialty to address any questions
that arise, for example how to start a business,
questions around education, art, health and other.
Also charity projects are taken care of. It is called
the Union of Women’s Forces and she intends to
extend it to Europe and Asia. It is not an NGO like I
said in my invitation.
I would like to thank Inga for her dynamic and
enthusiastic presentation. Also my thanks to the
Russian Language School for hosting the event.

&nsıde the Club
Th e I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Women’s Club is the
largest women’s club
in Moscow from all
around the world. Our
membership consists
predominantly of
diplomats’ spouses,
women who have
joined their partners in
Moscow on business assignments and female
business professionals in their own right. This year we
have over 400 members representing around 110
countries!
With the intention to provide social opportunities for
camaraderie, culture, and the sharing of mutual
interests among members, and to extend support and
information to newcomers, the following activities
are held regularly:

Monthly Meet&Greets
Twice a month Coffee Mornings
Monthly Professional Women’s Evenings
Around 50 Interest Groups covering activities under
8 thematic areas.
With the intention to raise funds for financial and
material support of local charity projects the
following events take place:
- Winter Bazaar at Radisson Slavyanskaya Hotel
- Embassies of the World Dinner & Ball
The raised funds go to the IWC Charity Board, which
supports and monitors over 40 projects (around 20
charities) annually to provide assistance to those in
need in Moscow and nearby regions.
You can read more about the Club on our website:
www.iwcmoscow.ru
and follow us from our Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/IWCMoscow
-

VACANCIES

CREDITS

There is a lot you can do with your skills and
experience, and there is a lot you can gain in
return when you take part in different roles in
IWC.

The international Women’s Club of Moscow
Newsletter is published three times a year, and
distributed at general meetings, coffee mornings,
emailed to our members and posted on our IWC
website.

Please take a closer look at the list of vacancies
and
send
an
e-mail
to
iwcgeneralofficer@gmail.com or contact our
Steering Committee members at one of our
meetings if you’re interested in taking part in IWC
team.
A full list of vacancies and a description of the
responsibilities, is available on the IWC website:
www.iwcmoscow.ru
Partnership Chair
Partnership Assistant
Newsletter Editor
Newsletter Assistant
Graphic Designer
Website Editor
Interest Groups Assistant
Winter Bazaar Co-Chair
International Women's Evening Chair
International Women's Evening Assistant
Charities Co-Chair
Charities Co-Treasurer
Charities Lead Coordinators
Charities PR Coordinator
Charities Administrative Officer
Volunteer Programming Coordinator

We welcome your ideas, contributions and own
photographs to make our Newsletter more
interesting.
Editor:
Irem Sunar-Ozat
Layout Design:
Irem Sunar-Ozat
Proofreaders:
Maire Heffernan
Machteld Lepeer
Writers:
Irem Sunar-Ozat
Dorota Pawlik
Michele Kuhlen
Gerda Kassing
Mirjam Severin
Anna Bedynska
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СВАДЕБНЫЙ

К АТА Л О Г

Пл тье не есты, костюм жених , о у ь, ксессу ры

www.happysvadba.ru

|

facebook.com/HappySvadba.ru

|

vk.com/happy_svadba

Счастливая СВАДЬБА
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